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We World Nursing 2020, welcomes all the Nursing
professionals on behalf the organization Allied academies. We
feel very grateful and fortunate to appreciate the achievements
of our talented researchers who have made their contribution in
treating patients and engaging in the researches which are
helpful for the future developments.
Our World Nursing 2020 Conference conducts many session
highlights for the participants like, Keynote presentations,
Plenary presentations, Poster presentations, Young Researcher
presentations and Video Presentations.
Allied acknowledges the devotion and overwhelming works in
all academic and research fields. By identifying their
contribution; Allied encourages and motivate scholars,
researcher and academicians by giving Allied Global Best
Researcher Awards along with other individual awards in all
academic specialties and categories. These Awards involves
prestigious Award Certificate and Memento.
The best presentation is not only a witness to the individual’s
diligence, but they also have the potential to change the whole
realm as they can take the advantage to create better strategies
and or a new approach.
And the awards are provided to recognize the participants who
have made brilliant contributions to the field and to support
active commitment for the advancement of the field.
The marks provided by the Scientific committee and the
Congress Chair will be used to choose the attendee of these
awards, and works with the top Scores that shall be suggested
for the following awards:

theme of the event and the client’s objectives of content and
engagement. Nominees and awardees are people who have
been speaking for an enough time to have reached a
significant number of audiences Nominees have a broad
experience and can work well regardless of the nature of the
audience.

Outstanding Speaker Award for Excellence:
About The Award
Selection of the Outstanding Speaker Award is an ongoing
tradition of the in the conference. All attendees are asked to
count their vote for the best oral presentation. The winner
will be receiving Best Speaker Award receives a certificate
and their names are announced to all conference attendees
after the conclusion of the conference. Speakers recognized
in national conference among the speakers through the
awards.
Speakers whose sessions were exceptional in both content
as well as delivery (communication, presentation, and use of
training aids) The awards are based on feedback from
evaluation forms that attendees complete after each session.
By achieving the highest score among the speakers in the
conference who receives the award for the best speaker.
Scores are based by feedback as well as evaluation by the
attendee it will change by session to session.

Best Organizing Committee Member Award
for Excellence

•Outstanding Speaker Award

About The Award
The best Organising Committee will honour the individual
who has demonstrated exemplary support and guidance
throughout the conference. Best Organizing Committee
Member will be given to the one who makes the most clearcut contribution to the conference. We will honour the
individual who has demonstrated exemplary support and
guidance throughout the conference. It takes into
consideration factors such as the presentation is impactful,
and whether the speaker is inspiring and authoritative in the
committee.

•Best Organizing Committee Member Award

Outstanding Poster Award for Excellence:

•Outstanding Poster Award

About The Award
At the award ceremony, one Best Poster Award will be
selected considering the scientific quality of the poster as
well as the presentation by the lead author. Poster award is
dedicated to all the poster presenters in the conference. The
best poster presentation award will be selected during all the
researchers in the session.
Recipients of the award are the Best Poster Presenter of the
conference. The awards of our conferences wide range of
responsibilities and dedication professionals who promote
the highest standards of care across the world.
The Conference Chair and the evaluation committee decides
which poster presentation will receive the Best Poster

Let’s Recognise our health care professionals with the Awards.
Some of the Awards to be given for the participants has been
listed below.
•Best Keynote Speaker Award

•Best Young Research Forum Award.

Best Keynote Speaker Awards for Excellence
About The Award
This award approves speakers who have the capacity to
engage a diverse variety of audiences, captivate them with
their style, delivery and humour and deliver a message that
conveys their expertise. Being a keynote speaker means
you need to be able to sound the ‘keynote’. This means to
deliver a message that captivate an audience at an
emotional level, but which is built around the broader
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Presentation Award, on the basis on evaluation of the
committee members.

Young Research Forum Research Award:
About The Award
“OUT STANDING YOUNG RESEARCH FORUM
AWARD” This award will give to the young scientists in
order to help excellence in various fields of science and
technology. These Awards are known as "Young Scientist
Awards". The award is open to those researchers involved
in graduate education as well as research happenings in
their field.
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